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New Solid Brass LED Up-and-Accent Fixture
Now next-generation Vista LED technology is available in a solid brass up-and-
accent fixture.

The new 3000 series die-cast brass up-and-accent light is a heavy, brawny fixture 
designed for the most demanding environments. The best quality fit and finish 
protects internal components from moisture intrusion and assures longevity.

The rugged housing is precision die-cast of high grade brass. Then it is treated 
with a shot blasting process for a handsome textured finish. The fixture can be 
ordered with either a knuckle machined from solid brass bar stock or a more cost-
effective composite knuckle.

Each brass LED fixture incorporates the latest Vista LED light engine technology 
that combines:

Exceptional optics•	  for precise aiming and uniform distribution of light for 
superior control without glare. Choose SP 12 degree narrow spot, FL 20 
degree narrow flood, WF 50 degree wide flood.

Eye pleasing light•	  in your choice of color temperature. Warm white (2800K) 
matches standard halogen sources used in residential lighting, easy matching 
retrofit to existing systems. Cool white (5700K) is favored for architectural 
applications where metal halide would otherwise be used.

Outstanding heat management•	 :  fixture dissipates heat better, giving internal 
components longer life.

Field serviceable components•	 :  replace or upgrade internal parts without 
replacing entire fixture. Simple plug-in connectors make service a snap. 
Fixture and LED engine warranted for 10 years.

Choose from three different emitter packages that reduce energy use by up to 70% 
versus traditional lamps:  3 emitter (compare to 20W halogen), 6 emitter (compare 
to 35W halogen) and 9 emitter (compare to 42W halogen).

Model and finish options:

BSN - Natural Brass with solid brass knuckle
BSO - Olde Brass with brushed, antiqued appearance with solid brass knuckle
BSNC - Natural Brass with composite knuckle
BSOC - Olde Brass with brushed, antiqued appearance with composite knuckle

Also available powder-coated in your choice of 15 different finishes or custom 
colors. Powder-coat version shipped with corrosion-resistant composite knuckle 
for salt-air or corrosive environments.

For pricing on all models, please consult Customer Service at 800-766-8478.
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